
Site   

Reference

NGR 

Easting 

NGR  

Northing 

Elevation 

(m OD)

Dimensions mts                    

l x w x h  wall/bank/other
Period Type Description

E001 71113 75789 334
4.4 x 5.4 x 1.3   

Orthostats

Probably 

Prehistoric

Single cell. 

Possibly 

ritual or  

shelter

Enclosure composed of limestone orthostats & boulders, some obviously placed to 

close gaps incl. one sandstone chock blocking entrance. Slight evidence of walling. 

Prominent position on edge of terrace facing Ingleborough summit.

E002 71141 75789 330

 34.0 x 12.6 E & 7.8 

W x 0.3  Two 

earth/stone banks

Indeterminate
Single 

enclosure

Two low banks crossing terrace between escarpments creating an enclosed grassed 

area with evidence of placed limestone blocks closing a natural gap in the upper 

escarpment.

E003:1 71074 75737 331
4.60 x 4.20 x 0.50    

earth/stone banks
 Prehistoric

The larger of 

2 adjacent 

cells

D shaped grass enclosure on terrace, built against limestone outcrop, adjacent ot 

E003:2. Good pasture.

E003:2 70076 75744 331
4.3 x 4.0 x 0.40 

earth/stone banks
Prehistoric

The smaller 

of 2 adjacent 

cells

D shaped grass enclosure against limestone outcrop on terrace. Adjacent to E003:1

E004 71052 75802 348
9.5 x 8.0 x 0.55    

earth/stone bank

Probably 

Prehistoric

Single 

enclosure

Earth & predominantly sandstone bank. Possible entrance marked by 2 large 

limestone boulders. Roughly oval in shape. 7.5m long bank adjacent on south side 

possibly for stock management.

E005 71225 75987 367
12.5 x 7.5 x 0.70     

earth/stone banks

Probably 

Prehistoric

Single 

enclosure

Low bank running NS across terrace & a retaining bank along the terrace edge. Below 

natural but partially blocked cleft in escarpment. Difficulty of access negates stock 

management. Possible changes in landscape with rock falls likely. 

E006 71578 76386 385

enclosing bank 

length.10.0 x 12.5 

diameter

Probably 

Prehistoric

Single 

enclosure

D shaped enclosure. A natural hollow enclosed by a curved bank with tumble. South 

facing. Close to E007

E007 71533 76311 382 23.4 x 3.3 x 1.6max. Indeterminate Sheep run

Passage leading in to small rectangular enclosure formed by natural enhanced 

escarpment & modern wall. Possibly an old enclosure later utilised by the erection of 

the wall along its southern edge

E008 70683 75645 374 4.4 x 5.6 x 0.5  
D-shaped 

enclosure

Limestone boulders and intermittant bank built against escarpment. Interior obscured 

by large boulders fallen from above.

E009:1 70926 75742 359

N/S 8.0 x E/W max. 

6.0. North edge 2.9. 

Bank ht.approx.0.5

Prehistoric/ 

Saxon

Single 

enclosure 

part of 

complex site

Trapezoidal in shape. An earth & stone bank incorporating 2 large limestone boulders 

at northern extremity. Facing extensive, poorly drained terrace & adjacent to stock 

watering site SG143. Mainly limestone with some sandstone.

E009:2 length 53.20m Bank Associated bank running W/E towards the enclosure then curving north.

E010 70916 75755 357 N/S 4.9 x E/W 6.2

Single 

enclosure 

adjacent to 

E009

Banked platform levelled against the natural  northern slope. A trackway descends the 

slope from the upper terrace at this point.
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E011 70844 75732 363
N/S 8.0 x                              

E/W 11.3

Single 

enclosure 

associated 

with E009 & 

E010

Banked rectilinear enclosure at foot of scree slope adjacent to trackway from upper 

terrace. Linked to E009:2 which continues after short break to run W/E for 28.20m 

before turning north towards the escarpment. 

E012 70769 75663 367 N/S 9.0 x E/W 18.0

Single 

enclosure 

associated 

with E009, 

E010 & 

E011

Rectilinear enclosure with earth banks and limestone boulders. Sandstone in NE bank. 

South facing enclosure against limestone escarpment.

E013 70958 75743 350
Total length N/S 5.4 x 

E/W 2.8 Ht.0.4
 Early Medieval

Enclosure 

comprising 2 

cells

Banked enclosure with dividing wall in close association with sites E009, E010, E011 & 

E012. Possibly a two-celled structure. E009:2 continues as a broken bank to reach this 

enclosure, in length a further 18.4m. It continues beyond it for a further 34.0m then 

ends abruptly. 

E014 72976 77085 332 4.7 x 5.2 x 1.0 Prehistoric
Circular 

enclosure

Low subcircular bank surmounted by limestone rubble incorporating several boulders. 

On grassy terrace at base of scree. Possible entrance to the NE. Limestone tumble in 

the N section od the interior has probably fallen inwards from the bank. Structure 

obscured by a large limestone boulder that has fallen from the escarpment above lying 

across the bank in the NNE section. 

E015 71522 75844 260 6.7 x 4.1 x 1.1 Modern Sheepfold
Marked on OS map. Limestone sheepfold with entrance on SW, facing improved 

pastures. A retaining wall extends 3.0m to the east.

E016:1 73249 77012 273 18.5 x 10 x 0.8

Rectangular/ovoid enclosure built of large limestone boulders on a terrace below a 

limestone escarpment, above the valley bottom. Partially obscured by tumble. 

Entrance on the east side. Possible remains of a cross-wall 10m length.

E016:2 73256 77024 274 4.1 x 5.4 x 0.8
Subcircular enclosure adjoining E016:1 with an entrance on the west side. Built of 

large limestone blocks.

E017 71827 76477 386
NE/SW 34.7   NW/SE 

39.2

Prehistoric or 

Early Medieval

Large single 

enclosure

Ovoid grassy bank incorporating limestone outcrop to the North West, enclosing good 

limestone pasture. Stock management on quite a large scale. GPS readings SE: 

71836 & 76464, NW: 71814 & 76497

E018 71827 76506 383
NE/SW 11.5       

NW/SE  12.4

Prehistoric or 

Early Medieval

Single 

enclosure

Small, subcircular enclosure adjoining E017 with a possible cell in the SE corner. 

Probably part of enclosure complex. Good limestone pasture.

E019 71574 76303 373
NE/SW 27.5     

NW/SE 6.0
Medieval

Single 

enclosure

A stretch of enclosed terrace below the scree from the escarpment. A bank & blocks 

of limestone edge the enclosure to the east. A clearly defined entrance at the SW end 

with a possible extension to the NW. Partially obscured by tumble from above. GPS 

readings S/W 71558 & 76291, N/E 71582 & 76308

E020 70434 75429 355 7.0 x 6.0
Single 

enclosure
Small stock enclosure or fold. A natural cleft in the limestone scar has been walled off.

E021 71122 75891 363 7.0 x 7.2 Prehistoric
Single 

enclosure
Subcircular enclosure set against the scree slope

E022 71435 76132 345
SE/NW 8.5 x  NE/SW 

10.5 
Prehistoric

Single 

enclosure
D-shaped enclosure set against scree slope
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E023 71687 75914 245 9.3 x 9.3 x 0.3 Prehistoric
Single 

enclosure

Circular stone bank, grass covered. No evidence of an entrance. Flattened turf centre. 

At the foot of a limestone outcrop, on the lowest terrace above the valley. Possible hut 

circle but no clear evidence of field system. Possible ring cairn, comparable to C076 

E024 72256 76404 278
NE/SW 10.5  width= 

NE 4.0   SW 5.5

Single 

enclosure

Little evidence of banks except on the SW side but a possible enclosure between two 

breaks of slope. Trapezoidal in shape, obscured by tumble. Confidence rating low.

E025 72103 76270 273 19.0 x 6.7 x 0.5

Single 

enclosure 

with 2 cells

A limestone, rectangular enclosure lying along the edge of the terrace at the foot of a 

limestone outcrop. Contains two rectilinear cells at the W. end, measuring 5.2m x 

3.7m x 0.5m and 6.2m x 3.0m x 0.5m. 

E026 73179 77094 290 14.0 x 7.5 x 0.3
D-shaped 

enclosure

A stone bank forms the curve. A faint earth bank forms the linear back edge, against 

the modern field wall. 

E027 72571 77626 368 6.2 x 3.5 Enclosure Rectilinear enclosure with earth banks and limestone boulders. 

E028 71854 75968 246 7.0 x 4.0x 0.5
semi-circular 

platform
Platform enclosed on lower curving side by a low stone bank. 

E029 72600 77653 360

max. length 25.4 x 

max.15.7 x max.0.1                  

Sub-enclosure on 

west 11.4 x 7.7 x 1.4

Medieval

Large, 

communal 

enclosure

Hard Rigg Fold. An L-shaped enclosure comprised of 3 rectilinear enclosures. Marked 

on OS map. The main enclosure has a crossing wall at 11.3m from the north wall 

dividing it into two parts. Adjacent to it on the west side is a sub-enclosure with a 

possible entrance from the main enclosure in the north corner. The cross wall is a 

broken bank with limestone, the main walls are ruinous but still standing. No obvious 

entrance but possible breaks in the N & SW sides. Grid refs for the four corners of the 

structure: N. 72612 77662; S. 72602 77637; E. 72612 77637; W. 72590 77647

E030

72388     

& 

72405

76768    

& 76779
355

16.0 x 14.0 x 0.7 

approx.
Enclosure 

Bounded by 2 walls running N/S across the terrace. Adjacent to a trackway leading to 

the upper terrace. Possible entrance on NE side leading into a series of broken banks 

& walls too complex to define with any certainty. Possibly linear clearance bank along 

edge of terrace

E031 73265 77142 285 Max. 28.5 x 17.0 x 0.3  Anglo-Saxon
D-shaped 

enclosure

Upper Brows Pasture Settlement Site FS2 (Johnson 2013) Large D-shaped enclosure 

(FS2B) enclosing structure EO32. Earth and stone banks. For details of sites E031 to 

E039 see Johnson, D, 2013 "Excavation of two Anglo-Saxon-period farmsteads in 

Brows Pasture, Chapel-le-Dale, North Yorkshire: Kettlewell. 

E032 73282 77153 285 10.3 x 3.5 x 1.0 Anglo-Saxon
Rectangular 

structure

Site ref. FS2A (Johnson 2013). Earth & stone banks with some evidence of structure. 

Mainly limestone but a few sandstone boulders.

E033 73267 77128 285 9.5 x 4.0 x 1.0 Anglo-Saxon
Rectangular 

structure

Site ref. FS2C (Johnson 2013). 7.5m from the D-shaped enclosure E036, on the same 

alignment. Earth & stone banks with some evidence of structure.

E034 73241 77129 285 9.2 x 5.4 x 0.3 Anglo-Saxon
Rectangular 

enclosure

Site ref. FS2D (Johnson 2013). Roughly rectangular with D-shaped ends (possibly 

tumble). Low, grassy earth & stone banks with entrance at east end

E035 73264 77131 285 7.4 x 3.8 x 0.5 Anglo-Saxon Enclosure
Site ref. FS2E (Johnson 2013). Rectangular enclosure. Low grassy stone banks with 

entrance at east end, adjacent & parallel to E032. Aligned with E034

E036 73211 77121 285 24.6 x 9.6 x 0.4 Anglo-Saxon
D-shaped 

enclosure

Site ref. FS2F (Johnson 2013). At foot of scarp, 23m from E031. Grassy banks with 

limestone boulders. No evidence of any structures within. Approx. 60m in diameter. 
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E037 73360 77119 270 14.5 x 3.5 x 0.4 Anglo-Saxon
Rectangular 

structure

Site ref. FS1A (Johnson, 2013). Rectangular structure parallel to E038. Earth and 

stone banks with some evidence of structure. Complex site with linear banks 

associated with the two main enclosures.

E038 73363 77114 270 14.0 x 4.0 x 0.3 Anglo-Saxon
Rectangular  

structure

Site ref.FS1B (Johnson, 2013). Rectangular structure separated from E037 by only 

2.0m. Earth and stone banks with some evidence of structure. Possible cross-wall 

7.0m from SW end. Associated with linear banks as above.

E039 73380 77098 270 8.1 x 6.0 x 0.5 Anglo-Saxon Enclosure

Site ref. FS1D (Johnson, 2013). Rectangular enclosure. Low grassy stone banks. 

Linked to E037 & E038 by linear feature, bank FS1C (Johnson, 2013), approx. 

length19.0m 

E040 70186 75499 360 6.0 x 4.7 x 0.2 Prehistoric

Possible D-

shaped     

enclosure

An enhanced natural enclosure at the base of the terrace. Earthbound limestone 

boulders & tumble. Low banks on the E and W running N/S. Possible extension to the 

west 4.3m x 3.7m x 0.1m 

E041 70258 75803 377 13.3 x 6.0 x 0.2 Prehistoric
Single 

enclosure

Curvilinear earth & stone bank creating an enclosure against the escarpment. No clear 

entrance. Adjacent to the track linking the terraces through the escarpment.

E042 70486 75377 322 7.8 x 4.3 x 0.4
D-shaped 

enclosure

Possible example. Earth and stone bank backing onto scree slope. No evidence of a 

back wall but this could have been quarried out leaving the fine scree.

E043 72306 76766 353
12.3L x 7.2 - 2.3W x 

1.4H 

Pre-

parliamentary 

enclosure

 Two-bay 

enclosure

Trapezoidal sheepfold built onto intake-wall adjacent to a gateway through the wall and 

the routeway running down towards Ullet Gill. Boundary stone on far side of intake 

wall. Internal cross-wall 3.9m from west end in the southern section.

E044 71751 76218 297 2.5 x 2.2 x 0.3 Modern

Probably 

related to 

climbing 

activities

Roughly ovoid stone enclosure built against 2 large limestone boulders adjacent to 

climbers' steps. Probably created by school party. Other modern rough "shelters" close 

by, thrown together by climbers in vicinity of popular climbing face.

E045 71833 76444 382 5.5 x 4.6 x 0.8 18th/19th C Enclosure

Collapsed limestone walls on 3 sides. Built above the escarpment and adjacent to 

trackway. Its size and spectacular views suggest it was possibly a walled view point; 

possibly for the ladies accompanying  & providing refreshments for shooting parties on 

the moor. 

E046

71754 

71744  

71716  

71718

76512 

NE  

76524 

NW   

76508 

SW  

76501 

SE

385
40.5 x  20.7 N end & 

11.3 S end x 1.80
Multi period

Communal 

Enclosure

Large, well built limestone sheepfold, which could have served as a paddock for 

horses or young cattle. Marked on OS map.The W. wall appears older than the rest 

with re-used orthostats. The NE wall crosses an older enclosure, E047. Main entrance 

on SE. Two additional bays at the SW end, one with sheep creep into main enclosure; 

dimensions 11.8m x 4.0m & 5.0m x 4.8m 

E047 71749 76499 383 6.0 x 4.8 x 0.2 Prehistoric
Single 

enclosure

Subcircular, raised stony bank running under the wall of the sheepfold. Possibly 

associated field system.

E048:1 70676 75421 306 13.0 x 6.2 x 0.6 Early medieval
Putative 

longhouse

Earth & limestone banks typical of the enclosures on Brows Pasture identified by 

excavation as long houses. Cross-dividing wall 8.0m from SE end wall. Mainly 

limestone with some sandstone. Orientation NS, looking south east with steep grassy 

slope to the north west. Adjacent enclosure. On wide grassy terrace.

E048:2 70672 75416 306 15.0 x 10.6 x 0.6 Early medieval Enclosure Adjacent to E042:1. Earth/stone banks
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E049 73178 77104 296 11.6 x 8.0 x 0.4 Early medieval Enclosure

Rectangular enclosure with broken earth & stone banks, grass covered. SW side 

beneath enclosure wall. Close to E036. Possibly robbed out when building the later 

wall

E050 73193 77063 294 5.3 x 3.6 x 1.4 Modern Enclosure

No longer in use. Small sheep enclosure next to the gate on the main track along the 

terrace. Lower courses keyed into enclosure wall & probably contemporary with it. 

Entrance on N. side.Limestone.

E051 73225 77205 322 5.3 x 4.7 x 0.4 Enclosure
Subcircular. Earth banks with massive limestone boulders inclosing a possibly 

enhanced water feature. Located on the spring line on good pasture.

E052 72914 76970 311 5.0 x 5.0 x 0.2
D-shaped 

enclosure

Earth and limestone banks with some sandstone. At the base of scree on terrace 

pasture.

E053 70156 75632 370 35.0 x 24.0 x 0.4 Prehistoric

Large 

enclosure 

containing 

various 

structures

A broken, ovoid, earthen bank re-inforced with limestone & some sandstone, 

orientated E/W; adjacent to a well-used track on a high terrace looking south.The bank 

encloses good grazing pasture above a lower terrace of poor acidic soils with coarser 

vegetation. No evidence of an entrance. A later marker cairn has been built on the line 

of the south bank, C089. Remains of the stone base of a lost structure running N/S.  

GPS readings: East 70170 75633, West 70110 75622.

E054 70138 75633 367
4.1 x 4.3 x 0.8 ext./1.3 

internal ht.
Modern

small 

enclosure

A limestone, subcircular enclosure with entrance to the SW. Set into the limestone 

pavement & incorporated within it. Possible evidence of an older structure at its base. 

Well built. Possibly a wind shelter for workers or adapted for shooting. Within E053

E055 70124 75627 367 4.0 x 4.0 x 0.6 Modern
small 

enclosure

Limestone built, circular enclosure with entrance to W. Set into natural earthen 

bank.Similar to, but more casually built, than E054. Within E053

E056 70163 75620 367 1.7 x 2.0 x 1.0 Modern
small 

enclosure

At SE extremity of E053. A rectangular, stone shelter overlooking the Bowland Hills. 

Possibly a shooting butt but possibly a view point. Contemporary with E054 & E055.

E057 70576 75792 395
9.3 x 10.0 x 2.4     

14.5 x 10.5 x 1.3

Double cell 

enclosure

Two adjacent cells built into & incorporating a deep natural bay in the escarpment. 

Internal, dividing wall typical of enclosure walls. The walls appear modern but 

incorporate orthostats in the lower sections. A natural entrance, enhanced. Close to 

old trackway and open to grazing land.

E058
6.0 x 2.0 x 1.1       4.5 

x 2.6 x 1.3
Enclosure

Enhanced natural feature at base of limestone escarpment forming two cells. Possibly 

originally a single enclosure, later divided by a rough wall, now 0.8m high but crudely 

built, into two cells.  Some evidence that part of the original wall had collapsed.  

E059 70597 75470 340 6.7 x 6.8 x 0.3 Enclosure

Roughly square enclosure on the flat edge of a sloping terrace facing SE. Enclosed by 

a  limestone bank covered with moss.  Divided from the adjacent D-shaped enclosure 

(E060) by the west bank.

E060 70585 75464 340 17.0 x 12.0 x 0.3
D-shaped 

enclosure

Enclosed by a grassy bank with limestone boulders. At the foot of a limestone scar, 

below routeway now blocked with tumble. Adjoining E059
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